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From the Editors

A New Era for Mobility Begins

Click anywhere on the above image to view Editor Rich Sampson’s welcome
to this edition of DigitalCT magazine.
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New on the CTPodcast

Fall 2015

Every month, the CTPodcast is home to a collection of thought-provoking, insightful discussion on key community and public transportation topics To subscribe to the CTPodcast, go to
http://ctpodcast.blogspot.com/ or search “The CTPodcast” in iTunes. Click on the microphone
beside each entry to listen.
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William Freedman and the Cross Country Local
The CTPodcast welcomes William Freedman — who is several weeks
into a 10-week trek from Long Island to California’s Pacific Coast
using only local forms of community and public transportation — the
Cross Country Local. Joining the podcast from a hotel in Cincinnati,
Ohio, Bill discusses the 800 miles he’s traveled thus far, including
the gaps he’s encountered and the support he’s found along the way.
Listeners can follow Bill’s journey on Facebook at the group Cross
County Local or via twitter using the hashtag XCLocal. He welcomes
any financial assistance through his gofundme page.
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The CTPodcast will be holding regular conversations with Bill as he
traverses the country, so consider this the first in a series of podcasts on the Cross Country Local.
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CDTLS can provide funding in
support of transportation facility construction or renovation.
Across the country local transit
services are building facilities
and promoting economic development through transportation.
Sustainable economic development can be dependent on an
intermodal transportation system
that includes rail or bus. Financing
is meant to facilitate or enhance
community transportation activities and to promote intermodal
activities and mobility.

Financing available with negotiable
terms and low interest rates.

CDTLS is dedicated to improving mobility opportunities and
enhancing economic development
through community transportation.
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Eligible Applicants: Private companies, non-profit organizations,
and state or local governments
supporting community transportation and intermodal activities.
Criteria: Adequate collateral and
a priority of promoting economic
development in low-income areas.
For further information or a loan
application contact:
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The perfect compliment to Digital CT is our bi-weekly ENewsletter, CT Fast Mail. Delivering the latest news on transit
policy from the nation’s capitol, developments from across the
country, research and analysis publications and information on
resources and technical assistance from the Community Transportation Association and other partners, CT Fast Mail is the
most direct location for the most relevant news and updates in
the industry.
And it’s free to sign-up! Simply send an email to fastmail@ctaa.
org and you’ll be connected with the next issue of CT Fast
Mail. In the meantime, view the latest edition at www.ctaa.org.
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A Letter to Conferees

Fall 2015

A Letter to Congressional Conferees on the
Nation’s Surface Transportation Legislation
November 16, 2015
The Honorable Jim Inhofe, Chairman
Senate Environment and Public Works
Committee
410 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
The Honorable Barbara Boxer, Ranking Member
Senate Environment and Public Works
Committee
456 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
The Honorable Bill Shuster, Chairman
House Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee
2165 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
The Honorable Peter DeFazio, Ranking Member
House Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee
2165 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairmen Inhofe and Shuster and Ranking
Members Boxer and DeFazio:
The Community Transportation Association of
America (CTAA) and its 4,000 members across
the nation are pleased that the United States
Senate and House of Representatives are now
engaged in a Conference Committee to finalize
long-term surface transportation legislation. We
urge all Conferees to secure the maximum investment levels for all forms of surface transportation infrastructure, with special attention to the
needs of community and public transportation.
Both the Senate- and House-passed legislation
offer ways to meet our nation’s surface transportation needs. CTAA supports the following
specifics within each bill:
• The House-passed increase to the Section 5339
Bus and Bus Facilities program.
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• The Senate-adopted investment levels for key
transit formula programs — Section 5307, 5310
and 5311.
• The Senate-passed increase of the STIC setaside to two percent beginning in 2016.
• The House-passed language allowing transit agencies to use 20 percent of their Section
5307 investment to provide essential mobility to
Americans with disabilities.
We are pleased to see increased funding for the
Section 5339 Bus and Bus Facilities program in
the House bill. Under MAP-21, dedicated capital
funding for buses was cut by more than $500
million compared to SAFETEA-LU levels. The
House’s Surface Transportation Reauthorization
and Reform Act (STRR) includes language that
addresses these devastating cuts by transferring
funds from the Section 5340 High Density States
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A Letter to Conferees

SUN small
urban
network

program to the Section 5339 bus program. Instead of dedicating these funds to seven states,
the STRR Act restores bus and bus facilities funding, which improves mobility, creates jobs, and
strengthens the nation’s economy by providing
dedicated bus capital to all 50 states.
Both the Senate and House bills could be improved by increasing the total funds available
to surface transportation. We understand that
efforts are underway to increase overall funding
for surface transportation by reducing the number of years in the final bill from six to five years
while maintaining overall funding levels. CTAA
and its members support these concepts as they,
too, would significantly increase dedicated bus
capital investment — as well as provide the type
of overall surface transportation funding levels
that the country so desperately needs across all
highway and transit programs.

The nation’s surface transportation infrastructure
is vital to our continued economic growth and
competitiveness and requires investment levels
commensurate with its significance. Thank you
for your work on this critical Conference Committee.
Sincerely,

CTAA’s
UrbanNetwork
Network
is working
CTAA’s Small
Small Urban
is forming
rightto
support
innovative
transit
now! If you
represent asmall-urban
transit operation
in a
providers
and
improve please
federalcontact
transitScott
small-urban
community,
legislation
and policy for smaller
cities,
Bogren at bogren@ctaa.org
and be sure
to get
particularly
to restore
capital
investment
on our SUN mailing
list. bus
The first
full meeting
of
and
growwill
the
STIC
program.
If you represent
the SUN
take
place
on September
5. Stay
atuned
transit
in a small-urban
tooperation
the CTAA FastMail
for the lastest decommunity,
please contact Scott Bogren at
tails.
bogren@ctaa.org and be sure to subscribe
to our SUN mailing list at www.ctaa.org/sun.

small
SUN urban
network

Dale J. Marsico, CCTM
Executive Director
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The Commentary
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Ridesharing: The Future of Transportation
By Rich Sampson
The next great American transportation era
is beginning to reveal itself. Following on the
heals of the interstate highway age, CTAA
has asserted in sessions across the country –
beginning with this session at EXPO 2015 in
Tampa, Fla.. – that the nation’s next surface
transportation era will be one influenced by
customer and market driven approaches that
are technology and data-driven, competitive,
efficient and outcome-based.
One clear component in this emerging era
will be the concept of ridesharing – which is
already inspiring change in community and
public transportation, mobility management
and non-emergency medical transportation.
But what, exactly, constitutes ridesharing,
how is it different than today’s community
and public transportation and where is it
likely to take us?
In its most basic form, ridesharing is nothing more than bringing together more than
one person to share a trip. Typically, this involved shared origins and/or destinations, as
well as shared costs. In its infancy, ridesharing meant two things: vanpooling and carpooling, and was almost exclusively focused
on commuters. Under these early scenarios,
the main motivation was sharing costs, and it
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was not unusual to see public transportation
agencies providing ride-matching services to
assist with both carpooling and vanpooling.
Several factors fundamentally altered
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the future of ridesharing in the U.S. First,
congestion metastasized across the country, transforming the commute to work to
an ordeal for many people and not just in
country’s largest cities, but everywhere. Next
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came the concept of transportation demand
management (now known as TDM), which
began with high occupancy vehicle (HOV)
lanes designed to incent the two initial ridesharing concepts of carpools and vanpools.
Then came the real game-changer: technology. Make no mistake, the arrival of technology — most prominently the shared interface
of the internet, then the ability to almost
instantly interpret and manipulate complex
data sets and, finally, the smartphone —
completely transformed ridesharing.
In addition to these elements has been a
recovering economy following the downturn
of 2008 and a resulting willingness of employers to redefine how, where and when we
work. Concepts such as telework, flexible
hours and visual communications platforms
like Skype and FaceTime have meant employees can work more easily from remote locations and structure their days to better suit
their mobility needs. These flexible mobility
solutions represent and match the same kind
of innovation in the workplace – a good sign
that technology is a powerful force in our
future as mobility advocates.
Ridesharing — in all of its forms — is the
future of community and public transportation. That nexus, the ways in which traditional forms of transit service (think fixed
routes, deviated fixed routes and demandresponse services) and the evolving forms of
ridesharing arrange themselves into customer-driven, efficient, effective regional mobil-
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ity networks, is the heart of the next great
American transportation epoch.
Today, ridesharing has become so much
more than just carpools and vanpools. In
recent years, car share and bike share have
grabbed market share as people seek to solve
first-mile/last-mile trip components. Hybrid, private route providers like Bridj have
launched what is now called micro-transit in
places like Boston and Washington.
In highly congested regions, the development of both tolling and HOV lanes has created toll-crediting technologies that financially incent multi-occupant vehicles, as well
as reducing trip times.
Ride-hailing services (also called transportation network companies) like Uber, Lyft
and Sidecar have seen tremendous, almost
unprecedented growth in recent months.
These services, however, must not be called
ridesharing as for the most part, they are
contracted individual trips more closely
resembling — and competing with — the
private taxi market. Still, ride hailing services
have grown so tremendously, marketed themselves so effectively and won enough market
share that they now must be afforded a seat
at the table in all regional mobility discussions.

to how we traditionally understand mobility.
ridesharing aspects – vanpooling, bikesharing, micro-transit, ride-hailing and more
– are more appropriately complimentary
components to form a cohesive, yet dynamic
network of options. By understanding and
embracing the flexible tools of ridesharing
– vehicles, technology and fares – community and public transportation providers can
ensure they play a vital role in connecting
communities, now and in the future.

A variety of elements and strategies are
now coming together with the potentially to
vastly improve how people access their communities. Rather than functioning as a threat
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Quick Takes on Trends in Mobility Sharing

Transit & Self-Driving Vehicles: Preparing for the Inevitable?
When discussing how mobility sharing concepts
will impact the future of community and public
transportation, considering the potential of selfdriving vehicles as a part of that framework is a
must. Recently, plan were announced to introduce
autonomous, driverless buses to the Swiss community of Sion. How soon will self-driving vehicles be
introduced to North American communities and
what will that mean for mobility in those places?

Have

TRANSIT

?
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FREE
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Are Transportation Network Companies Starting to Engage Transit?
As transportation network companies like Uber and
Lyft have emerged over the past half-decade, the community and public transportation industry has generally
held these companies at arm’s length – and vice versa.
But data is increasingly suggesting that users of ridehailing services often use these companies to complete
the first and last segments of an otherwise longer trip
provided by transit networks. As Next City recently reported, Lyft – in particular – is cultivating more formal
relationships with transit agencies and promoting its connectivity with bus and rail systems in its
advertising campaigns. It’s even gone so far as billing the effort Friends With Transit.

?

Questions?

While automated vehicles on public thoroughfares will undoubtedly shape how, where and when
people move about their communities, it may not fundamentally restructure the role of community and public transportation. Both the Mother Nature Network and Human Transit recently
contributed to the discussion, arguing that the nuances of infrastructure, responsiveness and
cost will result in an ongoing need for people to travel collectively and with a role for in-personal
interaction crucial in meeting a range of mobility needs. The coming decades will tell us the
extent to which a person needs to be piloting each specific vehicle.

Whatever your challenge, whatever you want to know,
chances are The Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP)
has already studied and researched it. We’ve compiled over
500 reports and products on a broad range of subjects in
public transportation. Get the information you need to make
your critical decisions. The resources are here. Use them.

Transit Cooperative Research Program
Solutions for Transit Professionals

The Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP)
is sponsored by the Federal Transit Administration.

090904.01_APTA TCRP_Community Transport_Ad_3.75” x 5” • 4 c
•InDesign • Fonts: Century Gothic • Marissa 1/22/15
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Integrating Vanpools
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Integrating Vanpools Into Community Mobility
By Caryn Souza
Vanpooling in community transportation
bears most of the same hallmarks as the mobility sharing movement we discuss throughout
the rest of this issue of DigitalCT: affordability,
sustainability, flexibility and responsiveness.
Although it may be a response to a lack of federal investment It. is also a perfect reflection
of many of the changes away from traditional
9-to-5 or shift-oriented work days, especially
as more technology enters the work force and
regardless of where a business or industry is
located. This diversity of work creates new
kinds of demand for mobility. To be successful,
it must be right-sized and easy to manage – ed.
Increasingly, transportation agencies are
recognizing that the lack of federal, state or
local investment makes vanpools an affordable, sustainable, scalable and natural aspect
in their communities’ mobility networks.
Responding to the need for additional bus
capital funds and the slow pace in economic
recovery has meant that communities continue to be challenged to create significant
mobility options that provide access to job
opportunities.
As an economical means of moving hundreds of people – whether dispersed throughout large areas or travelling long distances
– vanpools offer the capability to use smaller,
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flexible and more cost-effective employeeoperated vanpools in response to meeting a
community’s diverse mobility needs. This is
particularly true in many rural and small-urban areas, where challenges exist in building
significant mobility options to access work
and training opportunities.
How Vanpooling Works
The Community Transportation Association of America’s (CTAA) members have
noted that one of the significant benefits
of vanpooling is the flexibility that it allows
passengers (for more vanpooling resources,
visit CTAA’s The Vanpool Works – ed). First,
decisions on travel criteria such as routing,
departures, arrivals, and meeting points are
generally decided in a collective fashion by

Previous Page

the vanpoolers. Rather than adhering to
fixed-route services, the rider’s individual
travel needs can be met in different ways.
Depending on the size of the vehicle, anywhere from six to 15 commuting vanpoolers
can travel together to work. There are a variety of ways that a vanpool can be established.
In some instances, one person volunteers
to be the driver orcoordinator of the van. In
others, this responsibility is shared between
several individuals. Vanpoolers either meet at
one designated location or make several pickup and drop-off stops along the way.
The vanpoolers share a fee that covers the
costs of the vanpool, including parking, fuel,
maintenance, insurance and other expenses.
Sometimes employers, employment or social
service agencies or other entities defray some
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or even all of a rider’s vanpool costs. That’s
what makes it such a simple option for transit operators to explore: these services pay for
themselves.
Vanpooling is a form of public transportation. It is a service available to the general
public and is often funded with public investment. Vanpooling is one mode of transportation in a whole collection of transportation options that can complement each other
and that, together, can increase mobility for
community members.
Vanpooling in the Community
Transportation Arena
Incorporating vanpools into rural and
small-urban operations is the perfect solution, one that benefits employers and commuters alike. CTAA members, working
with the Association’s partner – Enterprise
Rideshare – will find customized support to
meet their community’s needs, ranging from
operational expertise and infrastructure planning to a large selection of flexible vehicle
options and customized turn-key programs.
CTAA members can now launch new services quickly, easily and with little stress.

four rural communities to receive technical
assistance in building mobility connections
and generating economic development with
vanpools into current transit programs. This
increases the visibility of transit service in the
community, provides access to jobs and helps
leverage existing investment.
Enterprise Rideshare operates locations
within 15 miles of 90 percent of the nation’s
population which brings local support and
advantages to CTAA members, even in rural
communities, such as Pelivan Transit in Big
Cabin, Okla. The system’s representatives
recently visited their local Enterprise office
and told staff they were ready to take the first
steps for a turnkey vanpool program through
the CTAA partnership. Now they’re on the
road to starting up their first vanpool route
by the beginning of 2016.

Many communities have suburban industrial parks, large employers or long distances
to cover, such as Baldwin Rural Area Transportation Service (BRATS) in Robertsdale,
Ala., which is seeking to provide commuter
service to expand their hours of operation.
With vanpools, the connection from rural to
small-urban job locations and the ability to
right-size the vehicle on a month-to-month
The benefits inherent in vanpools has led rental basis through Enterprise Rideshare
states with many rural communities to pro- will allow BRATS to reach areas not well
vide resources and technical assistance to in- served by its existing fixed-route service.
troduce vanpools into transportation agency
programs. For example, the Mississippi De- Adapting Vanpools to NEMT Providers
partment of Transportation has identified
Perhaps the largest difference from fixed-
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route and demand-response transit is that
the drivers of employment transportation
vanpools are volunteers and not an employee
of a transit company. They are making the
same commute to work as the other passengers in the van and typically –because of the
responsibilities they shoulder – the driver or
coordinator commonly rides for free.
CTAA has heard from its members that
they would like to work with Enterprise Rideshare to incorporate vanpools into their nonemergency medical transportation (NEMT)
options. The biggest difference for NEMT
vanpool transportation is that the drivers are
paid and are an employee of the transportation company. This means that the insurance and risk management requirements are
different than with volunteer drivers. As a
result, CTAA is currently working with Enterprise Rideshare on a NEMT demonstration vanpool project. We expect the demonstration to be completed in early 2016. Stay
tuned to DigitalCT, Fast Mail and @CTMag1
on Twitter for details on this initiative in the
coming months.
There are many programs that need access
to the right vehicles through lease or leasepurchase arrangements to support NEMT,
such as connections to sheltered workshop,
home-based care and recurrent treatment
programs like dialysis and chemotherapy.
These live-saving aspects of the continuum
of care necessitate trips provided in a wide
range of vehicles types, from minivans,
stretcher vehicles, wheelchair-equipped ve-
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hicles, sedans and hybrids. These factors will
all figure prominently in our NEMT demonstration project to be announced in early
2016.
How CTAA Can Help
Through CTAA’s history – beginning with
it work through the Joblinks Employment
Transportation Center and our more recent strategic Innovation & Design Services
– we’ve been helping communities try to
prioritize and implement innovate strategies.
Vanpools represent that very kind of innovation through solutions that are flexible, lowcost, easy to operate and scalable based upon
the specific needs of riders and employers.
The ability to add more vanpools to community and public transportation networks
has been limited by the ongoing vehicle crisis
caused by limited capital investment at all
levels of government. Over the last several
years, CTAA has been searching for ways to
provide resources to empower community
and public transit agencies in seeking these
kinds of solutions for their communities.
These efforts have included opportunities
for non-traditional financing and facilitation of broad partnerships that can address
the need for vehicles, insurance, fuel and
technology that can be brought to bear in
local communities in low-cost and sustainable ways. Earlier this year, CTAA announced a number of partnerships designed
to further this effort. The foundation of
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these arrangements is our partnership with
Enterprise Rideshare – the nation’s largest
car rental company – to provide vehicles to
CTAA members. From turn-key agreements
to shared-management relationships, Enterprise Rideshare is the key to closing the
vehicle gap for employment transportation
through vanpools.
Our relationship with Enterprise Rideshare
also helps address insurance issues and concerns by accessing CTAA’s Insurance Store
in new ways. Through our partner, Newtek,
CTAA members can also take advantage of
additional forms of liability coverage specifically designed for vanpoool programs. Additionally, CTAA’s Professional Development
Training, Acceditation and Certification
programs and fuel purchase opportunities
also offer options tailor-made for vanpool
services.
Serving as both CTAA’s Membership Director and Director of our Ride Share Nation
programs, I am always available to answer
any questions and provide additional information on how vanpools can work best for
your community at souza@ctaa.org or by
phone at 800.891.0590 x714.
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Micro-Transit: A Bigger Impact
Than Its Name Suggests
By Rich Sampson
For most transit professionals and observers,
reading about a new, cleverly-misspelled brand
name – Bridj, Carma or Lyft Line, for instance
– has becoming an almost daily occurance in
our industry. These entities are young, hip and
creative, generate lots of press coverage and are
accompanied by insinuations they represent
the future of moving people in any community.
Some commentators have dubbed the emergence of these private-sector firms micro-transit.
Amidst the hype and prognostications on the
role and impact of micro-transit, let’s first take a
look at how this trend has emerged and the ways
micro-transit can – and cannot – serve varying
segments of our communities. Moreover, we’ll
explore how transit providers are responding and
an a future in which traditional community and
public transportation and micro-transit all find
crucial roles in the mobility sharing economy, or
– as we put it – the RideShare Nation.
How Did We Get Here? The Private Sector
Re-Awakens in Transit
Since the demise of privately-owned and operated transit systems in communities of all sizes –
first streetcars and then city bus lines – starting
in the 1940s and continuing through the 1970s,
the business of taking more than a couple
people within a given area has largely been the
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public sector’s responsibility. Aside from taxi
operations taking one or a few people in a small
vehicle, moving people en masse within cities or
towns has not been a profit-making exercise but
rather a public good necessary for economies to
thrive, services to be accessed and quality of life
to be maintained. On a daily basis, most people
not driving their own vehicles cannot afford
the full and immediate cost of intra-community
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travel, so society bands together and amortizes
much of those burdens to all members of the
community through taxes or other revenue measures.
The first significant instance of a different role
for the private sector in intra-community mobility came in the first decade of the new millennium via technology companies in California’s
Silicon Valley, namely Google. With large num-
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bers of employees preferring established urban communities in the Bay
Area rather than the suburban orientation of places like Palo Alto, Google
and other companies began their own shuttle operations to fill in the gaps
in the region’s existing transit network. Before too long, the shuttle operation became substantial enough it required routes and schedules, growing
more like public transit options elsewhere as it offered full point-to-point
service as well as connections to existing mobility options such as Caltrain commuter rail, Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) and San Francisco’s MUNI transit system.
Independent, private-sector firms such as Leap Transit and Chariot
saw opportunities for even greater specialization of the mobility product
Google was offering and began offering luxury versions of similar services
in the Bay Area, including padded seats, direct service to riders’ front
doors and even food and beverage options. Meanwhile, the rapid emergence of Transportation Network Companies (TNCs), with the likes of
Uber and Lyft leading the pack – entrepeneurs and venture capitalists began asking the question, could these two concepts paired with technology
and be integrated to achieve on-demand, premium commuting services?
Bridj first sought to answer that question with its debut in Boston in
2014. It sought out trip origins and destinations that weren’t optimally
served by the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority’s (MBTA)
rail and bus transit system. The company wagered some customers would
be willing to pay more than transit fare but less than a cab ride in exchange for on-demand, curb-to-curb service in a mini-bus shared with
between five to 12 other riders. It takes advantage of real-time technology
– through its mobile app for users and advanced scheduling software on
the back end – to achieve its on-demand portfolio of options. In less than
two years since, it’s cultivated a customer base that’s allowed it to not only
expand its presence in Boston but also replicate its model in Washington,
D.C., and is actively considering new markets (for more on Bridj, see our
discussion with Bridj Marketing Manager Ryan Kelly in the Fall 2014 edition of DigitalCT – ed).
Other companies are now adapting the on-demand transit model in
other communities. Both Uber and Lyft have introduced their own ver-
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Motivations & Limitations: The Realities of
Micro-Transit
Although Google’s shuttle routes were – and
are – privately-owned and operated, generating
revenue by providing mobility is not the motivation for the product, but rather an expense necessary to deliver employees to work who, in turn,
generate revenue for the company. Alternatively,
the micro-transit firms that have emerged don’t
view mobility as a means to a revenue stream,
but a source of revenue itself. That allows them
to identify service opportunities where enough
riders are available who are willing to pay a
high enough fare to make their service profitable. That is a good and necessary contribution to community mobility and vitality, and
understanding the role and ambitions of private
micro-transit providers is as simple as grasping
this simple application of a profit motive.

sions of the Bridj concept – UberPool and
LyftLine, respectively – although both are more
akin to shared-ride trips than Bridj’s route-based
structure. SideCar bundles a number of options
– ridesharing, instant carpooling and on-demand
routes – in a number of cities beyond the markets primed by Bridj, operating in places like
Austin, Philadelphia, Charlotte and Long Beach.
More players are likely to enter the fray in the
Nonetheless, even though micro-transit apcoming months and years, as the concept has
pears poised for a significant and lasting role in
the potential to both wax and wane as providers responding to the preferences of many in the
get a better sense of the market’s boundaries.
nation’s largest urban areas, what is their utility
in small-urban cities and rural areas, and how
A number of thorough and poignant pieces
are the mobility needs of all people taken into
underscore the rapid emergence of privateaccount?
sector, micro-transit providers. This article from
CityLab offers a useful consideration of these
Thus far, private micro-transit providers have
trends from the perspective of large, urban com- found success in serving densely-populated and
munities, while Strong Towns’ Lisa Nisenson
largely well-off neighborhoods in big cities, even
likely coined the term in this must-read from
where transit options are relatively plentiful. To
last March.
date, none have planted their flags in even medium-sized cities – the likes of Tulsa, Okla., Portland, Maine or Fargo, N.D. – let alone worked
out a way to turn a profit while traversing the
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long distances required to serve people in rural
communities. Are the same riders available to
fill a mini-bus in Asheville, N.C. as they are in
Washington’s Adams-Morgan neighborhood?
At the same time, while a $9, one-way trip
from Boston’s charming Copley neighborhood
to that city’s downtown seems like a bargain for
business professionals compared to a $25 cab
ride or a potentially-delayed $2.50 subway trip,
that figure – even appropriately adjusted to, say,
$6 for a round-trip – could be unsustainable
on a daily basis for a minimum-wage earner
in Grand Rapids, Mich. Moreover, numerous
social programs – ranging from health care to
education – that rely on affordable means of
transporting their clients and patients to services
could find their budgets decimated if trip costs
are subject to fluctuating market demands. How
on-demand, micro-transit could serve the tens of
thousands of daily trips to life-saving dialysis or
chemotherapy treatments has received scant – if
any – consideration.
Of course, there is little reason to suggest that
private-sector, micro-transit providers have a responsibility to provide low-cost mobility options
in every – or even many – of our nation’s communities. At the same time, it’s equally unfair to
suggest that any public sector mobility service
that isn’t adapting its entire operation to the philosophies of micro-transit is doing a disservice to
its taxpayers.
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Micro-Transit
The Micro-Transit Secret
In the wake of this emerging, dynamic new
way of moving people – or, at least, moving affluent people in big cities – what lessons can the
community and public transportation industry
learn from the micro-transit movement?
Given that public-sector entities are not driven
by a profit motive, the applicability of microtransit concepts comes down to a few, very
simple principles, of which mobility providers
are already accustomed to incorporating: vehicles, fares and technology. Hitting that sweet
spot where technology matches the right vehicle
with the most optimal number of riders at a
price they’re willing to pay is an equation that
both the private and public sectors can leverage
to operate efficiently and responsively.
Vehicles: Micro-transit operators have paralleled the most innovative community and public
transit providers in utilizing vehicles that are the
right size for their audience. Instead of larger,
cut-away style buses, many have identified
slimmer, European-style mini-buses that have
better fuel mileage and lower operating costs for
maintenance. Others utilize smaller vans or sedans, while Google has found it’s demand grow
to the point where 50-seat motorcoaches are
needed for some routes. While achieving flexibility among vehicle options may be easier for
private operators than public agencies bound by
federal and/or state procurement guidelines, incorporating strategies for a scalable vehicle fleet
is essential in positing community and public
transportation providers for the future.
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Fares: Through the development of the community and public transportation network that
exists today, the conventional wisdom has been
to strive for simpler fare structures that are less
confusing for riders to understand and easier for
agencies to manage. And there’s a lot of truth
to that theory for large, multi-faceted transit
networks that deal with a lot of unfamiliar riders
such as tourists. But for increasing numbers
of travelers who make their mobility decisions
based on information delivered through their
mobile device or other real-time applications,
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having a broad range of fare options is not the
entry barrier it once was. Fares that modulate in
response to time, demand and other factors can
respond to the users’ desires for more options
while also potentially generating greater revenue
returns for providers than a fixed-fare structure.
Technology: In many ways, the scheduling
and dispatching software that is at the heart of
most demand-responsive transit operations today is the forerunner of the dynamic technology
TNCs and micro-transit companies use to make
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on-demand mobility a reality. Software applications allow not only riders to determine availability of service and book a trip, but also react
to ever-changing price points to determine if the
potential fare is in line with what they are willing to pay. On the back end, service providers
can also match these user inputs with available
vehicles and drivers to provide the most efficient
trip. In the future, it’s possible that same technology will allow the incorporation of self-driving vehicles to further enhance the efficiency of
these options (for more on transit and self-driving
vehicles, see page 13 – ed)
The Industry Strikes Back…By Adapting &
Partnering
As new companies experiment with potential
markets and services for micro-transit applications, community and public transportation
providers have hardly been idle in embracing
how some options can be delivered in a smaller
and more direct manner. Indeed, feeder routes
are far from a new thing among transit systems.
Early streetcar, bus and commuter rail routes
all featured short-distance, feeder lines that
connected at downtown terminals or community hubs with long-haul operations, with some
continuing to operate today. Several private
micro-transit operators have sensibly borrowed
this concept and paired it with their innovative
technology.
Other entities have been more direct in deploying micro-transit services as part of their
larger networks. On June 1, 2015, Oregon’s
Salem-Keizer Transit (known locally as Cherri-
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Salem-Keizer Transit’s West Salem Connector represents an emerging model for on-demand transit services.

ots) launched the free West Salem Connector,
offering pickups at an intersection nearest to a
rider’s private residence and service to destinations within the Connector service area or transfers to Cherriots fixed-route bus lines. Users
can access the service via an easy-to-use website
on their phone, tablet or computer, or by calling
a local phone number and receive a text when
the Connector vehicle is nearby. The service has
no set schedule, shares rides amongst passengers and utilizes small shuttle bus vehicles.
“Salem-Keizer Transit wants to provide bus
service to West Salem, but in some areas regular
bus routes have proven to be inefficient,” says
Allan Pollack, General Manager of Salem-Keizer
Transit. “The layout of West Salem – a network
of winding, suburban streets – doesn’t lend itself
to regular bus routes the way a grid street pat-
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tern does. The West Salem Connector will serve
the area efficiently, and riders won’t have to walk
as far to catch the bus.”
(For more information on Salem-Keizer Transit,
view our full-length feature article that appeared
in the Oregon Transit Trail edition of DigitalCT
– ed)
Meanwhile, in the Kansas City region, the
Area Transportation Authority (ATA) is exploring a partnership with Bridj to fill in the gaps in
the area’s fixed-route bus network. Bridj would
utilize its model to identify the best potential
routes for its service and then work with the ATA
to provide connections with its bus routes and
potentially incorporate the two operations’ fare
structures. Such a partnership would represent
the first between the public and private sectors
in the micro-transit context.
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“At the end of the day, it’s about options for
people who want to get somewhere,” ATA Board
Chairman Robbie Makinen told the Kansas City
Star.
“If it works in Kansas City, it works anywhere,”
added Bridj Chief Executive Officer Matt
George.
In rural communities, a dynamic blend of vehicles, fares and responsiveness has always been
part of the equation that drives private or nonprofit mobility providers to maximize efficiency
while also building a reliable customer or client
base. In many cases, the brokerage model of
non-emergency medical transportation (NEMT)
serves the same role as advanced technology applications do for both public and private microtransit. Throughout the pages of DigitalCT and
its print counterpart, Community Transportation,
we’ve profiled numerous rural transit providers
– ranging from multi-state firms such as New
England’s Coordinated Transportation Solutions to so-called mom-and-pop companies like
Georgia’s MIDS, Inc. In these more familiar
applications, rural community and public transportation systems can find models that integrate
these key principles into their service paradigms.
Micro-Transit: A New Hope?
Through the past decade, a merging of political challenges, stagnant funding, growing
competition and shifting demographics have introduced a prolonged period of volatility for the
nation’s mobility providers. With those trends
unlikely to deviate from their current trajectories
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anytime soon, the
ability of community and public
transportation
systems to adapt
and change has
become a paramount concern.
Micro-transit
presents that very
sort of opportunity to embrace
change, incorporating new ideas
with the dynamic
resources of vehicles, fares and
technology to
maintain existing
riders and attract new ones to
a cohesive, responsive transportation network.
When paired with private sector involvement
that closes gaps in existing transit networks,
it’s a new form of providing infrastructure and
capacity without the need for exorbitant public
investment that is far beyond the reach of the
appetites of voters and elected officials these
days.
“Perhaps the biggest question is whether (and
how) tech-enabled transportation and small
scale transit can support stronger towns,” says
Lisa Nisenson in her piece for Strong Towns.
“Auto-oriented land patterns are not going away
any time soon and there is great cost associated with the mandated on-demand transit that
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Technological applications utilize data to match needs of travelers
with the resources of service providers by predicting demand and
conveying real-time information.

serves low-intensity land uses. By being able
to reduce that cost with help from the private
sector, resources can be reallocated to the high
intensity transit serving high intensity land patterns. However, there is always the fear that
shiny, techy transit might greenwash a new
generation of sprawl. Transportation has always
been about getting from Point A to Point B.
Strong Towns has emphasized locating Point A
and Point B closer, with as many options to traverse the two as possible. The missing middle in
transportation is essential for bringing these two
conversations together.”
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Vanpooling Comes to Tulsa
By Pamela Friedman
Establishing a new vanpool program can
be intimidating. Factors such as investment,
engagement of potential employers, program
management and long-term sustainability can
all represent barriers to moving from planning
to initiation of a new service. The process by
which Tulsa, Oklahoma’s Job Access Mobility
vanpool program began earlier this year can
serve as a frame of reference for other communities seeking to understand the steps necessary in moving forward – ed.
In July, a new regional vanpool program
began operating in Tulsa, Okla. Administered
by the Indian Nations Council of Governments (INCOG), the pilot program came
about in response to employer concerns
about limited transportation options for
workers traveling to employment sites located far from public transit routes. The program is expected to operate as a pilot for at
least two years, during which time additional
business partners will be recruited to participate, significantly increasing the number of
vanpools in the area.
The key stakeholders responsible for getting the Job Access Mobility (JAM) program
going considered vanpools the perfect mode
of transporting customers to new employ-
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ment opportunities. As Shelley Camady,
Executive Director of Workforce Tulsa notes,
getting these customers ready for work or
training opportunities was the easy part. Getting them to job locations was another story.
Transportation is one of the biggest challenges faced by area job seekers. Many, including
those transitioning from incarceration and
drug and alcohol treatment programs, do not
own cars, or lack driver’s licenses. Others
commute from rural areas outside of Tulsa to
work in the city. Fifty mile one-way trips are
not uncommon.
“Our mission is to connect job-ready talent to business,” says Camady. “Vanpools
help ensure area businesses get the skilled,
trained, educated workforce they need to
create wealth for Tulsa.”
JAM is a partnership between INCOG,
Workforce Tulsa (the local Workforce Investment Board), the Tulsa Chamber of Commerce, United Way, Kaiser Family Foundation, Tulsa Re-entry One-Stop, Community
Employment Opportunities, Family and Children’s Services Women in Recovery program,
the Oklahoma Department of Career Tech
Skills Center, Madison Strategies Group and
Good Will.
The pilot program significantly improves
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The debut of JAM’s vanpool this past July.

access to employment hubs not currently
served by public transportation. Vanpools
also improve access to work for employees
working second and third shifts. And they
benefit local employers struggling to fill
many open positions, by ensuring that employees arrive on-time each day, regardless
of which shift they work. Human Resources
staff – burdened with meeting recruiting
challenges – voiced their support of the pilot
early on. However, they could not spare the
time needed to advance the concept through
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Service Manager, anticipates two more large
employers, each requiring multiple vans,
will implement vanpools within the next few
months. Employers routinely mention transportation as a barrier to recruitment and educating them about the vanpool program has
become a key element of the effort. Minimal
liability for employers and the opportunity to
build worker camaraderie also aid in marketing the vanpools.
Benefits from an Employer Perspective

the various review stages required by individual employers. Working with JAM eliminates
those hurdles.
Although new to Tulsa, its structure is
much like many traditional vanpooling programs, whereby the driver takes possession of
the vehicle for daily trips and rides for free.
Up to 15 riders split the costs for fuel and
maintenance, which varies depending on the
miles driven and type of van used. A national provider of vanpooling services manages
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the program under contract, covering the
cost of vehicle insurance, maintaining vehicles, conducting driver background checks
and providing riders with emergency rides
home, when needed. Currently, the average
monthly cost per rider is $70, including the
cost of fuel.
Marketing the program is now a core
component of Workforce Tulsa’s outreach efforts. Kyle Smith, Workforce Tulsa’s Business
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Currently, there are two vanpools traveling to an oil industry manufacturer and a
wireless company with multiple locations
throughout Tulsa. Each views the program
as essential to worker recruitment and retention. S&R Compression was the first employer to opt-in to the project. S&R’s facilities
– along with those of 12 other employers –
are located in a Tulsa-based industrial zone.
Employees of any of the companies within
the zone can access S&R’s vanpool. While
only five riders currently participate, Christy
Sanders, S&R’s Business Manager, expects
ridership to increase as employees recognize
the advantages of vanpooling. Sanders, who
immediately recognized the benefits to company employees, routinely includes vanpooling information with employee paychecks to
encourage greater utilization.
“The vanpool program is a fantastic idea,”
says Sanders. “It has contributed to improved
retention even in light of layoffs earlier this
year.”
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Neighbors in Vanpooling: Iowa Communities Share Strategies to Plan New Service
By Rich Sampson
Hoping to replicate the success of existing vanpool programs
operated by the University of Iowa (UI) and the Des Moines
Area Regional Transit Authority (DART), the East Central Iowa
Council of Governments (ECICOG) – based in Cedar Rapids – is
planning a similar regional system. In seeking to provide an
alternative to congestion on Interstate 380 as well as expand
access to employment, ECICOG is moving forward with a
recommendation from the Iowa Commuter Transportation Study last year produced by the
state’s Department of Transportation.
Since the launch of vanpooling at UI in 1978 as one of the nation’s first university-based vanpool programs, planners and supporters for Cedar Rapids regional vanpool options will look
to the benefits, challenges and structures of UI’s program to determine potential riders and
employers, fares and any investment needed to make such a service a reality. The UI program already offers a trip cost calculator to aide vanpool groups and potential riders. DART’s
corresponding program began in 1995 and now consists of nearly 100 vans with some
roundtrips stretching 200 miles each day.
In the meantime, the ECICOG has established a ridesharing committee tasked with answering
key questions such as the appropriate entity to administer the program, service area, capital
and operating costs, attracting drivers, riders and employers and a guaranteed ride home
aspect. As part of that effort, the UI and DART examples will likely figure as crucial templates
for expanding mobility in the Cedar Rapids region through vanpools.
“With UI being 25 miles from here, it is something we can learn from,” Mary Rump, the
ECICOG’s Transportation and Regional Development Director recently told the Cedar Rapids
Gazette. “Expanding their van pool is probably not feasible, but if we work with them and
learn from them, we can make best use of their experience.”
“A program in Eastern Iowa definitely has the bones to be very successful,” added Elizabeth
Presutti, DART General Manager. “You have the employment center set up, and where residential areas are set up and with the congestion on the Corridor, those factors can help it be
very successful.”
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Among the benefits to the company is
improved retention. Prior to establishing the
vanpool, S&R was routinely loosing up to
$4,000 a month in production downtime due
to late arrivals or absenteeism. The company
currently covers all costs associated with the
vanpool with the exception of gas, and expects to continue doing so at least through
the end of this year. Although it does not
currently participate in the Commuter Tax
Benefit program, doing so is under consideration.
As most employees commuting to the
industrial zone travel from up to 30 miles
away, Sanders is working with other nearby
employers to implement a second vanpool.
Neighboring businesses have expressed an
interest in a vanpool traveling a second route
and discussions about implementation are
underway.
Another employer, Blue Jay Wireless, also
credits the program with improving recruitment efforts. Blue Jay provides free cell
phone service to qualifying low-income families and seniors via the Federal Lifeline Cell
Phone program. The company has multiple
facilities – retail and warehouse – throughout the city, many of which are not located
near public transit routes. Work schedules
include late day and weekend hours, when
public transit is not available. The van also
facilitates travel to local public housing and
other locations where Blue Jay routinely sets
up Lifeline information tables.
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Participating in JAM enables Blue Jay to
employ formerly homeless individuals or veterans lacking access to personal vehicles or
those who are unable to obtain a drivers license. One vanpool has been operating since
September. The van travels multiple times
a day, accommodating various work shifts.
In total, 17 employees participate. A second
vanpool, traveling to additional company
retail locations in Tulsa is expected to begin soon. The company currently covers the
entire cost per rider ($75 per month), and is
considering participation in the Commuter
Tax program.
Diverse and Multiple Funding Supports
the Program
INCOG obtained a $40,000 FTA Job
Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) to
support the two-year pilot. A $10,000 local
match was provided by the George Kaiser
Family Foundation. The funds subsidize the
cost of leasing between six and 10 15 passenger vans. Each vanpool receives a $400
month subsidy for its first 90 days of operation, allowing all passengers to ride free.
Employers have effectively used this benefit
to inform and recruit workers to the program. Grant funds also subsidize seats for
Workforce Tulsa referrals (two seats per van),
allowing participants to build income and acclimate to permanent employment.

In addition to the federal and local funding provided through INCOG, a United Way
Innovation Grant supports marketing efforts
for the project. Workforce Tulsa is using the
$50,000 Innovation Grant to support an
account representative, tasked with marketing the program to employers and provide
customer service to users. Once the funds
are expended, Workforce Tulsa will absorb
the costs related to the provision of business
services.
Project Sustainability

Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) funding
and ongoing federal funding for local transit
programs. Participating employers will also
be encouraged to provide financial support to
the program.
Additional information about vanpooling is
available via CTAA’s National Center for Mobility Management. To review information
about other innovative programs, trainings
and webinars, visit http://nationalcenterformobilitymanagement.org/by-topic-ridesharing/.

Now that the program has achieved some
early success, the collaborative hopes participating companies will help pay future operating costs. INCOG is exploring additional
opportunities to sustain the project beyond
its pilot phase. Among these are Congestion

“A lot of employers understand the vanpool
concept and are willing to embrace it,” says
INCOG’s Jennifer Haddaway.
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Bikesharing: A Solution for All Communities
By Rich Sampson
A common misperception of bikesharing
programs is that the level of activity required
to install and maintain such an initiative only
can be supported by the largest of communities. Many mobility professionals can visualize
successful bikesharing programs in places like
Brooklyn, N.Y., Arlington, Va., and Portland,
Ore, but have a harder time picturing it in
small-urban areas or rural communities.
However, in relation to road and transit
projects, even the most extensive bikesharing
programs require minimal infrastructure and
can be scalable and flexible to meet the needs
and markets in each community. In fact, Tulsa,
Okla, – hardly a congested megacity – was
the first city to launch a bikesharing network,
back in 2007. So too have other small-urban
and rural communities established bikesharing
models that can be examples for places elsewhere.
Bikesharing in Maine: Small Is Sustainable
Norway, Maine – population 5,014 – established its bikesharing program in April 2015,
under the auspices of the regional nonprofit
organization, the Center for an Ecology-Based
Economy. Rather than creating an elaborate
apparatus for acquiring bikes and administering the program, it received donated bikes
from area residents and the police department
sent unclaimed stolen bikes and utilizes vol-
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CEBE hosts Norway’s bikesharing program in front of its offices on Main Street.

unteers to repair bikes after work as needed.
Small grants from the New England Grassroots
Environmental Fund and the Kiwanis Club
provided for parts and bike racks, and bicycle
helmets, respectively while the Bicycle Coalition of Maine’s Community Spokes helps with
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liability paperwork.
The program currently provides its bicycles
from racks outside the Center for an EcologyBased Economy but has plans for up to three
additional stations throughout the area. More
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than 40 users have signed up so far, with rentals limited to a couple hours as to not take
away business from private bike shops. Longterm priorities for the program’s supporters are
focused on creating more dedicated bike lanes
in Norway and improving safety options for
bikers throughout the region.
Adapting Norway’s model is Machias, located
along the Maine coast. Utilizing a Healthy
Maine Streets grant through the Maine Development Foundation to install 30 bike racks,
Machias area residents donated bikes, which
are currently available unlocked and free-ofcharge to any interested rider. Both programs
have been formed and implemented while
bikesharing in the state’s largest city, Portland,
is still in the planning stages.
“I hope Norway and Machias will inspire
other towns with their homegrown approaches
to bike sharing,” says writer Shoshana Hoose,
who covered the developments in this article
for the Portland Press-Herald. “For a modest
investment, they are reducing pollution, helping people get exercise and providing transportation to those who need it.”

Colo. The city famous for it’s high-end ski resorts launched its WE-cycle service in 2013 to
coincide with the Roaring Fork Transportation
Authority’s VelociRFTA bus rapid transit (BRT)
service, which began in 2013. While the more
than 38-mile BRT route is drawing ever-growing ridership on its service between Glenwood
Springs, Aspen and communities in-between,
riders were seeking last-mile connections once
they arrived in Aspen.

biking challenging half of the year, when bikes
are stored for the season.
“Our goal is, the more riders we have riding
RFTA into Aspen and using WE-cycle as their
wheels once they’re in Aspen, we’re collectively reducing the (traffic) congestion that’s in
full force, coming into town,” WE-cycle Hub

Along with the growth in VelociRFTA ridership, WE-cycle usage increased 76 percent
in 2014 in comparison to its debut year. WEcycle is operated as an independent nonprofit
organization and provides 100 bikes at 16
stations throughout Aspen from May through
October. The same winter conditions that attract hordes of skiers and snowboarders make

In Aspen, Bikes Compliment Ski Lifts & Bus
Rapid Transit
In between the plucky, grassroots possibilities in developing bikesharing programs for
rural communities and the wealth of resources
available to create networks in large metropolitan areas are middle-ground options in small
urban areas such as Tulsa, Okla., and Aspen,
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and Executive Director Mirte Mallory told
Aspen Public Radio.
Bikesharing IS Transit
It’s easy to consider bicycling and bikesharing a form of mobility distinct of transit. Buses,
trains and vans are mechanically-powered and
carry at least two or more people. They generally have fixed routes and specific schedules.
Bikes, on the other hand, are more like automobiles: they’re individually-focused and can
go wherever and whenever they want. However, bikesharing, in particular, includes many
of the same elements common to community
and public transportation: there’s stations and
vehicles overseen and managed by the community, and becoming a bikesharing user implies a
level of collaboration more akin to how people
utilize transit, that is to say together.
Bikesharing also reflects innovative attitudes
on the part of local communities to provide
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better rights-of-way and traffic control for bike
users. It stimulates development and recognizes that traditional automobile-based mobility
solutions aren’t viewed with the same historical
preference as in the past. Communities often
have cost limitations for small transit operations but options such as bikesharing demonstrate the willingness of people and communities to try new ways of addressing long-term
concerns. This do-it-yourself approach is one
that unites all forms of mobility sharing alternatives
Increasingly, these aspects are combined
with an even more fundamental to transit: the
need to provide a trip. Because of how people
live, work and travel today, relying only on a
single mode or option will not meet all needs.
That’s why bikesharing – in communities large
and small – is fast becoming a vital component
in connecting with transit options on a firstand last-mile basis. Accordingly, demanding
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that bikesharing should exist without the need
for investment – either public or private – is
selling the mode far short of its potential. In
every form, mobility requires investment to
succeed.
“If bikeshare is going to take its rightful place
as a bonafide transportation option in more
and more of our cities, advocates have got to
stop selling the notion that you can build and
operate a robust bikeshare system at no cost,”
Chris Hamilton writes for Arlington, Virginia’s
Mobility Lab. “It just isn’t so, and selling it as
such sets everyone up for failure. Research is
increasingly showing that bikeshare can be an
important part of a community’s transportation mix. And so communities must ante up for
getting the bikes and stations into a locality’s
capital-improvement budget and find sources
of public revenue to cover the operating difference between user fees, sponsors, and ads.”
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Where’s Transit Notes?
Many long-time readers of Community Transportation Magazine — in both its print and digital formats — might recognize that this is
the first edition of the publication in more than a decade to not include a Transit Notes section. This is no oversight. CTAA now provides both daily and bi-monthly collections of national transit news and notes in its twitter feed and FastMail e-newsletter, respectively. In other words, you don’t have to wait for the next edition of DigitalCT to get the community and public transportation news coverage you’ve come
to expect from us. Just follow @CTMag1 on twitter or subcribe for free to FastMail right on the CTAA website homepage at www.ctaa.org.
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